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  Newsletter May 2017 

New Homebase scheme rejected unanimously  

 

A turning of the tide?

 



Society and local news 

Wandsworth Arts Fringe   
The ‘WAF’ runs until 21 May.  The ‘Fringe’ offers a 
veritable cornucopia of ‘arts’ events – literally 
hundreds across the borough (including almost 40 
in the Wandsworth Town area alone).  You can 
find a brochure, listing all of them, in your Council 
library, or research www.wandsworthfringe.com.  
  
As well as our own meeting with the local novelist 
Marion Molteno on 11 May (see back page), WAF 
events include a performance by Society member 
Martin Wimbush of a selection of Betjeman, 
Larkin and Alan Bennett, at the Alma pub on the 
evening of 14 May; and on the same evening (!), 
the Grand Launch of a new World Heartbeat 
Academy Chamber Orchestra at 58 Kimber Road –
take your pick!  And of course much more to 
tempt you out in the summer (?) weather…..  

Wandsworth Heritage Festival 
A copy of the programme for this year’s 
Wandsworth Heritage Festival, which runs from 27 
May to 11 June, can be picked up at all branches of 
Wandsworth Libraries.  The theme this year is 
Remembering Wandsworth’s industrial past.  
There is, as usual, a host of talks, walks and other 
activities of interest to all concerned about local 
‘heritage’ (including all Society members, of 
course). They include the Society’s own event – 
see the Society Calendar (back page).   

The Heritage Festival programme can also be 
accessed online – perhaps easiest to ‘search’ for it 
at www.wandsworth.gov.uk/.  

Re-opening of Prison Museum   

This small, but very interesting, museum was 
reopened in its new home by HRH Prince Michael, 
the Duke of Kent on 13 April.  There will be an 
‘open weekend’ during the Heritage Festival.  The 
museum will be open on Saturday 3 and Sunday 4 
June – 10am-5pm (closed 1-2pm). New displays 
cover the prison’s 166-year history, telling the 
story of prisoners including Oscar Wilde, Ronnie 
Biggs, the Acid Bath Murderer, conscientious 
objectors, spies and traitors. The museum is to be 
found at the North Gate car park, Wandsworth 
Prison, Heathfield Rd SW18 3HR.    
 

The Wandle Delta   

The Council’s ‘eco-project’ providing a new 
aquatic habitat in the mouth of the River Wandle 
has now been completed.  Layers of contaminated  

sediment built up in the delta over some 25 years 
have been removed, along with the tidal weir, to 
improve water flows at the mouth of the Wandle.  
 

The exposure of the river bed will help restore a 
wildlife habitat of roughly a hectare, with the 
“potential to become a spawning area and nursery 
for young fish” (in the Council’s words).  It should 
“also encourage a much wider range of plant life 
to flourish in the river again”, as a Society group 
was told on a guided tour of the site last summer.  
The project has been funded by Thames Water to 
improve water quality and offset the impact of the 
Thames Tideway Tunnel. It is also supported by the 
Environment Agency, the Marine Management 
Organisation and the Port of London Authority. 

London Airport expansion In November 

we noted that a Government decision on a third 
runway at Heathrow or Gatwick was imminent; 
Wandsworth, Richmond, Hillingdon and the Royal 
Borough of Windsor & Maidenhead councils had 
again stated their opposition to the expansion of 
Heathrow and the four Councils stood ready “to 
launch a vigorous legal action against any 
expansion of Heathrow”. There have been further 
developments since then and it is unclear when a 
government decision will be reached.  
Wandsworth Council remains resolutely opposed. 
Harry Waddingham, who chairs our Roads & 
Transport Group, and David Kirk wrote to the 
Council Leader to express the Society’s full support 
for the Council’s stance.  Our letter is on the 
Society’s website.  

West London River Group The Society is 

a member of the WLRG, which seeks to improve 
public access to the riverside and offers guidance 
on matters related to the Thames.  Belated 
congratulations to Philip Whyte on his election as 
the Group’s Vice-Chairman.  He reports that the 
WLRG fund-raiser has procured substantial 
resources and has asked for the Society’s "wish 
list".  He would welcome your suggestions – and 
your attendance at a WLRG meeting, if you are 
interested.  Please contact him if you are. 

The Society’s musical soirées will 

resume soon, we hope.  More news next month.                            

(More Society and Local News on page 7.) 
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From the Chair 

 

 

 

Shirley 

Those who have not heard will be sad to learn that 
our President, Shirley Passmore, died peacefully at 
home on 26 April. Shirley was a founding member 
of the Society, sometime Chair, and constantly 
active Society member for over 45 years. An 
appreciation will be published in our next 
Newsletter, and we hope to hold an event to 
celebrate her life later in the year. 

Her husband, Gordon, their son James and their 
daughters, Sarah and Emma, invited all those who 
knew Shirley to her funeral at St Anne's Church at 
2pm on Tuesday 9th May.  Those attending were 
asked to bear in mind that “Shirley was not a big 
fan of black at funerals, so we suggest that you 
have a splash of colour about you”. 

............................................... 

Homebase, Swandon Way – a turning of the tide? 

The public gallery and ‘overflow room’ were 
packed on 26 April when the Council’s Planning 
Applications Committee debated an application 
that had been revised for a second time. The 
debate was punctuated by polite applause as it 
became clear that a majority of Councillors might 
vote against – in fact, all 10 PAC members did.   

The Homebase developers had, the PAC 
concluded, failed to meet PAC objections to the 
earlier scheme it had rejected by a majority of one 
last summer.  (That scheme, including a 17-storey 
‘Station Building’, had itself been deferred initially, 
to make changes which we and others judged 
cosmetic.)  17 storeys was now 15. The PAC 
rejected that scheme because height, scale and 
massing were ‘inappropriate’ and detrimental to 
local amenity and the nearby conservation area.  
 
The Society and some hundreds of objectors 
argued that the latest changes to the scheme were 
not enough.  Tall buildings would still be very 
visible from East Hill, as our annotated cover 
picture (Peter Farrow’s work), circulated to PAC 
members, makes clear.      

Council officers argued that the scheme offered 
benefits that justified a 15-storey tower in an area 

where Council ‘policy’ deems a building over 9 
storeys as “likely to be inappropriate”.  A new 
entrance to the station was offered, but no other 
significant contribution to the public realm.   

There had been an impressive local campaign 
against the scheme, including a petition organised 
by the Tonsley Residents Association, and much 
activity by Riverside West residents, and Society 
members too.  Cllr Stuart Thom made a strong 
opening statement to the PAC on local residents’ 
behalf.  Most PAC members expressed concern 
about the ‘tall buildings policy’ and its regular use 
to justify buildings over a height judged “likely to 
be inappropriate” in the area concerned. 

The PAC decision will require the Homebase site 
owners and developers to reconsider.  A current 
planning application for the nearby B&Q site, also 
involving a 15-storey building, may now be 
questioned.  Given the concerns voiced by 
Councillors (and of course local people), a review 
of the ‘tall buildings policy’ will surely be needed – 
in consultation with local amenity societies and 
others.  We would wish to play a constructive role.  
A turning of the tide perhaps?        David Kirk
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A visit to the Ram Brewery site  

The ‘Ram Quarter’ is arising apace in the centre of 
Wandsworth Town.  Society members were invited 
on a site tour in November. Her picture of some of 
them ‘marching home’ introduces Aviva Walton’s  
report. We hope to arrange a further visit.   

 

Is there anything more exciting than seeing what’s 
happening on the other side of the wall, when you 
usually have to peer in from the top deck of a bus?  

A neat line of heavy boots arranged according to 
size, hard hats, ‘hi-vis’ jackets, gloves, safety 
glasses, a mask against dust if needed, coffee and 
biscuits, waited for us on the second floor 
portacabin office on the Ram Brewery site. We had 
looked at and discussed the architectural model. 
Now we dressed. And now stepped down on to 
the development site itself.   

Tall cranes, scaffolding, the end of the week and 
day and twilight, gave a sense of excitement and 
mystery. Men on scaffolding, a bulldozer moving 
earth, breeze block walls, new buildings taking 
shape. This would be a shop, here a restaurant, 
some more retail, and above – future homes. 
Everything looked organised and very tidy. We 
were led along walkways around the site, skirting 
areas of activity, stopping to be told what was 
happening, and what would be, when complete.  

Building techniques consist of modern 
construction and traditional craft. After a long 
process of consultation and consideration a 
mixture of finishing materials has been chosen - 
chocolate coloured brick, grey, red, different 
shades of yellow, zinc, patinated copper, granite - 
carefully chosen for a particular style of low 
building or tall block or hard surface.  The new 
buildings are set at different angles to each other 
and vary in height. Two taller blocks stand on 
either side of a boulevard, a way through leading 

in a northerly direction towards the old stables 
and affordable housing and in the other towards 
the High Street and Southside.  All the ground floor 
areas will be open to the public.  Residents will 
have raised gardens and courtyards. Heating and 
hot water will be metered from a central plant 
room, considered ‘eco friendly’ and economical. 
There will be limited underground car parking for 
residents, but space for shared car schemes and 
bicycles.  

We looked at the River Wandle and the new 
stepped back terracing and planting to allow for 
flooding, which will hopefully become an 
ecological focus, and imagined shallow granite 
steps leading from the water to one of the open 
spaces for lingering. Three footpath bridges will 
join both sides.  

The Grade 2 buildings, including Young’s original 
brewery, the Georgian house on Church Row and 
the stables, are being carefully refurbished. 
Michael Shauhgnessy, the man from Ardmore 
Construction, is passionate about his work and is 
saving and storing all materials (down to the 
smallest nails). We walked through stripped out 
areas, saw huge old wood beams, high up funnels 
from which hops and grain were poured, an old 
well, beautifully shaped fish belly beams resting on 
cast iron pillars. The old beam engines and copper 
vats will be kept and on display for all to see. 
These atmospheric spaces will house both a 
Heritage Centre, with flexible use and a history of 
Young’s on display, and a micro Ram Brewery, run 
by John Hatch, a former Young’s employee now 
taken on by Greenland and still producing half a 
barrel of beer a week, which will continue 500 
years of onsite brewing.  

Back at the site office, we warmed up with tea and 
watched a high speed 3-minute video of the 
changes to the site since 2014, compresssing 
photos taken every 15 minutes from high on 
Southside.  Completion of Phase 1 is expected by 
the end of 2017. Phase 2 (the tall tower alongside 
Armoury Way) and Phase 3 are yet to come.  But 
(sigh) when will TfL sort out the one-way system?  

Stephen Still, Project Manager for Greenland, 
could not have been more welcoming and 
generous with his time and information - and his 
colleagues from Ardmore Construction, too.  Many 
of us have watched (and ‘participated’ in!) the 
planning development of the Ram Brewery site 
over years - it was good now to walk the 
construction site.  Thank you, Ardmore, for inviting 
us to make this visit.             4 



Education Matters Helen Dorfman, 

Principal of Burntwood School, talked to the 
Society on 9 February.   Caroline Pook reports.   

Following the Society’s visit to the school last July 
to see the Stirling Prize-winning new buildings, 
Helen Dorfman (rather against her better 
judgement perhaps!) agreed to meet the Society 
to answer some of the myriad of questions we had 
on the challenges secondary schools face today. 

Schools see students for no more than 12% of 
their year (in terms of hours), with the rest of 
students’ time spent sleeping, travelling to school, 
home life and holidays.  Into this time schools have 
to deliver the curriculum for exam qualifications, 
make the students caring members of the 
community, educate them about radicalisation, 
citizenship, drugs, sex, British values and their 
spiritual life, imbue values in the arts and give 
them chances for physical exercise.  

This offers quite a challenge – and one that is 
being tackled at a time of enormous curriculum 
changes, with increasing focus on English, Maths 
and Science and an expectation that 16 year olds, 
to succeed in life, will have to achieve eight 
academic subjects at GCSE.  Because of the 
pressure on schools to deliver these results, the 
arts suffer and artistically talented youngsters are 
less able to achieve their goals.  

Money is, as ever, another issue.  Although core 
elements of funding are protected, national cuts 
eat away at other areas such as the ‘pupil 
premium’. And costs of employment rise.  London 
schools find staff recruitment and retention tough 
– because of the cost of housing, wastage of 
teachers is high; they become easily disillusioned. 
With excellent buildings and facilities, Burntwood 
suffers less than many schools. 

 

Burntwood School library 

Helen Dorfman gave us a fascinating insight into 
education today, even though, sadly, we were 
unable to see her film and slides (technical 

difficulties on the night – about which she was 
very understanding!)  We hope to provide links on 
our website and take up her kind offer of a further 
Society visit to the school. 

Greening Wandsworth - an invitation to 

join a Pollinator Path and much more was 
extended at the Society’s meeting on 20 April by 
Martin Copley (Wendlesworth Estate Residents’ 
Association) and Ollie Smallwood, (Bramford 
Community Garden).  Valerie Taylor reports.  

Five years ago Martin decided to ‘semi-retire’ and 
revert to the gardening he had enjoyed as a 
teenager.  He persuaded the local Residents’ 
Association to the concept of transforming part of 
the grounds where he lives into a Community 
Garden.  Whilst biodiversity was a prime 
consideration, just as important was resident 
involvement, a means of bringing people together, 
Council and residents working together.  And so it 
has proved, successfully. 

Wendlesworth Estate comprises 500 flats, 8-900 
people, good trees and green space.  The initial 
project was to create 12-15 small plots for 
residents to work individually, like allotments, but 
truly local. 

The bringing together of people does not stop at 
the residents.  Other groups have contributed 
labour in exchange for increasing their knowledge. 
Young people from the Citizens Service, 
Wandsworth Good Gym (runners with social 
conscience, willing to help their local community) 
have helped with digging, and sifting the chippings 
from the compost (general waste, as they have hot 
bins, but also wood clippings for mulch).  And they 
have moved second-hand paving stones to form 
paths, in return learning, for example, how to use 
upturned plastic bottles (bottoms cut off) as mini-
greenhouses for young plants. 

Despite lack of water – water butts must be filled 
by hose from a tap from the nearest flat – all has 
flourished and moved on to the Orchard on 
another green space, a myriad of fruit trees and 
bushes – the residents have eclectic tastes!   The 
Helping Britain Blossom organisation advised and 
paid for some; residents themselves raised other 
monies.  More residents have joined the 
committee; Councillors visit and are interested in 
improving other parts of the estate. 

Ollie’s passion, the Community Garden alongside 

Homebase,   opposite   the   Wandsworth   Bridge,
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Roundabout, up against the railway retaining wall, 
was started in 2008 (some may remember the 
earlier visit to the Society) as Transition Town 
Wandsworth’s project to engage and involve the 
community in awareness of climate change, and 
learn about growing food and flowers, biodiversity, 
sustainability and pollination.   Photos showed the 
enormous progress that has been made over the 
years, despite the enormous problem of rubbish!   
It has become a beautiful, peaceful haven, where 
bees buzz and birds sing, as this picture suggests… 

   

On which wild creature do we most depend for the 
survival of our species?   No, not the bee but the 
worm, whose burrowing for food aerates our soil 
and whose excreta fertilises it.  Once we have 
growth, next can come the bees, wasps, hover 
flies, butterflies, ladybirds, to pollinate.   We can 
all contribute to Pollinator Paths by planting 
suitably in our own gardens - for example beds 
around, or in close proximity to, fruit trees and 
bushes. 

We left the meeting looking forward to visiting the 
two sites (details on back page) – and to collecting 
a free pollinator plant – perhaps a marigold, 
hyssop or lungwort!  If you would like to collect a 
wildlife-friendly plant from Ollie at Bramford - part 
of the Pollinator Pathways project – please e-mail 
him in advance at olliesmallwood@gmail.com.  

PS   Martin plants Blue Alkanet which I treat as a 
nuisance since it grows everywhere in Tooting! VT 

 
Remembering Battersea’s World War 2 
Civilian Casualties  More than 500 civilians lost 

their lives in Battersea during World War II.  A few 
local residents are beginning a year-long project – 
“War Comes Home” – to learn about them, 
children and adults, where and how they lived, and 
what happened to them.  The plan is to collect and 
share their stories, through talks, exhibitions, 
theatre and a permanent record. 
 
To kick things off, everyone is invited to a 1940s-
themed tea party on Sunday, 18 June, 2-4 pm, in 

Christ Church Gardens (Battersea Park Road at 
Cabul Road), which shelters a plaque honouring 
these civilians.  It’s all free and there will be a bit of 
wartime Britain on offer in the games, food and 
special displays.  You can read more at 
warcomeshome.eventbrite.com or contact 
WarComesHomes@mailwise.co.uk. We hope to 
see you there.                                             Carol Rahn 
 

Our Committee & officers  
 
Chair (acting editor of Newsletter): David Kirk*, 
15 Aspley Road, SW18 2DB  (020 8874 9167);   
 
Vice-Chairman & Planning group lead/ contact:  
Philip Whyte*, 49 West Side, Wandsworth 
Common, SW18 2EE  (020 8874 4745)  
 
Secretary: John Dawson*,  
210 Beechcroft Road, SW17 7DP  (020 8772 4282)  
 
Treasurer: Norman Holmes*: Flat 7, Tiffany 
Heights, 59 Standen Road, SW18 5TF  (020 8877 
9616)  
 
Membership Secretary: Gill Gray*, Studio 8, Royal 
Victoria Patriotic Building SW18 3SX  (020 8870 
4567)  
 
Open Spaces (lead/ contact): Bruce St Julian-
Bown*, 39c Heathfield Road, SW18 2PH  (020 
8874 6966)  
 
Iain Gray* (Bedside editor): Studio 8, Royal  
Victoria Patriotic Building, SW18 3SX (020 8870 
4567)  
 
Caroline Pook* (Events): 15 St Ann's Crescent,  
SW18 2ND;   caroline@pookfamily.co.uk  
 
Margaret Romanski*: 30 Wandle Rd, London, 
SW17 7DW; mromanski@btinternet.com 
 
Roads & Transport (lead/ contact): Harry 
Waddingham*, 61 Magdalen Road, SW18 3NE 
(020 8874 8784)  
 
Events Team: Valerie Taylor (lead - 020 8767 
3814); Wendy Cater; Diana Godden; David Kirk*; 
Jenny Massey; Caroline Pook*; Libby Spurrier 
  
Communications & Newsletter: Peter Farrow, Iain 
Gray*, David Kirk*; Nigel; Newsletter distribution: 
Sheila &Paschal Allen; Wendy Cater; Gill & Iain 
Gray*; Jennifer & Trevor Grubb; Jan Passey 
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Local and Society news (continued from page 2) 

Air pollution  

The quality of the air we breathe is a subject that 
continues to rise on the national, London and local 
agenda.  We are keen to establish more active 
engagement and participation by the Society in the 
Council’s and others’ efforts to reduce air pollution 
in our part of the borough. If you are interested in 
helping, please contact Philip Whyte or me.   

Our Annual General Meeting  

A well attended AGM was held on  9 March.  
Current Society officers and Executive Committee 
members were all re-elected (unopposed) and 
joined by a new member.  Congratulations to 
Margaret Romanski on her election to the ‘Exec’.  
She is also a member of the Society’s Planning 
group.  In her ‘day job’ she is a Director of 
Designers Guild. 

The Society’s Annual Accounts and Annual Report 
will shortly be placed on our website.  After the 
AGM proceedings Peter Farrow talked about ‘A 
printer’s fonts’ and Cyril Richert about the 
Clapham Junction Action Group. Both talks will be 
covered in our June Newsletter.  The planned talk 
by David Kirk on ‘Afghanistan and Culture Shocks’ 
had to be cancelled for lack of time.   

Wandsworth Common Judicial 
Review 

The judicial review, brought by local resident 
Sandy Muir, of the legality of the Council’s award 
of a lease for a private nursery school at Neal’s 
Lodge on the Common is now due to be heard in 
the Administrative Court, Royal Courts of Justice, 
on 23 May.  Evidence statements on behalf of the 
claimant (which will be placed on our website) 
have been submitted by Charles Walton (former 
Chairman of the Wandsworth Common 
Management Advisory Committee and Society 
member) and by David Kirk on the Society’s behalf.  

Wandsworth Common ‘MAC’  All local 

residents and users of the Common are invited to 
the Annual Public Meeting (APM) of the 
Wandsworth Common Management Advisory 
Committee (the ‘MAC’).  It will be held at 7pm on 
Monday 19 June at the Naturescope building on 
the Common (next door to the Skylark café)  You 
will be able to hear updates from  the Chairman 
(George Meakin, a Society member), Enable staff, 

Parks police, contractors and Crossrail 2 officers, 
and you can ask questions and raise issues about 
any aspect of the Common’s management that 
concern you.  Indeed, you might yourself like to 
consider joining the MAC (which notmally holds six 
meetings a year) and/or its Enhancement Sub-
committee yourself. The MAC has up to 24 
members, all elected annually at the APM.   

Planning Applications*  

(Philip Whyte’s regular Planning News returns in 
June, now that he has returned from afar…)   

B&Q site, Smugglers Way (2017/0580) 

Clearly, may now be reconsidrerd in light of the 
Homebase decision: 14 blocks, ranging from 9 to 
15 storeys, mainly residential use; some 
workspace proposed on ground floor is welcome, 
but no replacement for the DIY store!  And 
significant numbers of trees under threat. 

Riverside Quarter (2017/0090) – Fraser 

Properties - revised final phase. A reduction in 
height of the main tower from 19 to 15 storeys 
and other changes were welcome, but earlier 
concerns over density were ignored.  Along with 
many local residents, we continue to oppose.  The 
application has not yet reached the PAC. 

Linton Fuels site, Osiers Road 
(2016/6164) - application for residential use (up to 
14 storeys) on a restricted site.  The scheme is over 
dense, threatens the amenity of neighbours and 
offers little public benefit. It puts further pressure 
on public infrastructure ans fails to provide 
sufficient affordable housing.  We urged refusal.  

Gwynneth Morgan Day Centre, East 
Hill (2016/3761)  We are considering the Council 

owners’ proposals to remove the rather attractive 
roof and add a second floor to the disability centre 
(the buiding now overshadowed by rhe ‘hideous 
hoarding’) and we are not impressed. 

Church Row(2017/1458)  We are taking a 

close look at the new application submitted by 
Greenland plc as a part of the Ram Brewery 
project.  This Georgian terrace (Grade 2* listed) is 
the town centre’s finest architectural feature.  

*For more, go to www.wandsworthsociety.org.uk.  

David Kirk, with contributions (always gratefully 
received) from other Society members.                    7 
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Wandsworth Society 
Calendar  

www.wandsworthsociety.org.uk  
 

Latest news will often be on our website and in 
our monthly ‘flyers’ – available to all members 
whose e-mail address we have. If you are not 
already ‘signed up’ as a Society member, act now! 
  

Meetings 
 

Our regular venue is West Side Church, corner of 
Melody Road and Allfarthing Lane, SW18 2QQ. 
Meetings are open to all, free of charge – but we 
hope that newcomers will join the Society! 
Refreshments available. 
 
Thursday 11 May, 7.45 for 8, West Side Church 

‘Uncertain Light’ – illustrated talk by local author 
Marian Molteno (finalist, International Indie Book 
Award, 2016) about her latest novel.   

”High in the mountains of war-torn Tajikistan, 
rebels abduct inspirational UN peace negotiator, 
Rahul Khan. The lives of his closest friends begin to 
unravel…”   

Wandsworth Arts Fringe event.  For more about 
the WAF, see page 2.   
          
Thursday 8 June, 7.45 for 8, West Side Church 

‘Industrial life in the 1930s – work in a Wireless 
Factory’ – illustrated talk by Dr Tom Going, who 
gave a popular and much appreciated talk on the 
Graphophone factory in Earlsfield last year. 
 
Wandsworth Heritage Festival event – for more 
about the WHF, see page 2. 

 
Wednesday 12 July, 7.30pm.  A ‘summer social’ at 
Brady’s Fish Restaurant - an evening to enjoy a 
fish supper (or vegetarian alternative) and be 
entertained by a saxophonist on a Summer 
evening by the River – in the company of other 
Society members.  Keep the date free and register 
your interest in attending before 1 July. You will 
then be contacted with details and asked for menu 
choices. Members and their guests only. To 
register, e-mail caroline@pookfamily.co.uk or 
phone 020 8870 4958 

Meetings later this year: Thursday 14 September, 
Thursday 12 October, Thursday 9 November – all 
at 7.45 for 8pm at West Side Church, with 
speakers to be announced.   
 

Friday 8 December, 7.30 for 8  
Christmas Party – details tba.    
 

Outings  
 
To follow up our event on 20 April (see Valerie 
Taylor’s article on page 6), or to meet our speakers 
‘on site’ for the first time….. 
 
Sunday 7 May, assemble at 2.30pm 
Bramford Community Garden  As described on the 
Transition Town Wandsworth website, 
https://ttwandsworth.wordpress.com, the garden 
is opposite the entrance to Homebase, next to the 
entrance to Wandsworth Town station “opposite 
the glorious landmark which is the Wandsworth 
Gyratory roundabout!”.   
   
Thursday 18 May, assemble at 2.30pm 
Wendelsworth Community Garden & Orchard 
(Wendelsworth estate): meet at the corner of 
Vermont Road and Allfarthing Lane (next to 
Wandsworth and Westminster Mind; nearest 
postcode SW18 2LH).     
 

 
 

Sunday 21
st

 May, 2.45pm for 3pm 
Battersea Power Station  The tour offers a rare 
opportunity to see the ongoing work and explore 
inside the building while construction workers are 
off site, and to view publicly accessible areas and 
any learn about the project. Strictly limited to 20 
people, members only. (The tour is unsuitable for 
anyone with mobility difficulties, under 18s or 
pregnant.) Email caroline@pookfamily.co.uk  or 
phone 020 8870 4958 to book a place. 

 
Thursday 15 June – visit to South London 

Botanical Institute at Tulse Hill followed by a short 

walk in the ‘refurbished’ Brockwell Park. Entrance 

free.  Meet at Clapham Junction station (outside 

M&S Simply Food at 9.30) or at the Institute at 

10.30am.  Queries to caroline@pookfamily.co.uk 

http://www.wandsworthsociety.org.uk/
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